SmartPAC PRO

Complete centralized control for all of your press automation.

Wintriss SmartPAC PRO - The Best Got Better

The new SmartPAC PRO is fully compatible with all SmartPAC components
and modules including:
The
Wintriss
Resolver

WPC
Clutch Brake
Control

DiProPAC
for Die Sensor
Monitoring

Optimized Interface: The large, vivid
touch-screen enables more efficient
navigation and allows more information
to be displayed.

Advanced Job Storage & Sharing
Capabilities: SmartPAC PRO’s searchable
Tool Manager can store an unlimited
number of tool programs to accommodate
even the busiest shops, and can now
share programmed setups among
all networked SmartPAC PROs!
Automation Integration: If you use
Wonderware® to create the HMIs for
your ancillary automation, our optional
Wonderware integration enables the
SmartPAC PRO to be the last screen
you’ll ever need to put on your press.
Find Out More
For more information, contact your
local Wintriss representative or
visit our web site at www.wintriss.com.

Wintriss Controls Group, LLC

100 Discovery Way, Unit 110
Acton, Massachusetts 01720 USA
Toll Free: (800) 586-8324
Web Site: www.wintriss.com
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ProCamPAC
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AutoSetPAC
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WaveFormPAC
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Analysis

ProPAC
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Automate
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Settings

Custom Home Screen Dashboards: Users
can create custom home screen dashboards
to display the information they use most
often. These dashboards can be named and
saved in the favorites menu, and quickly
recalled any time.

Front Panel USB: Easy-to-access for
backing up tool number memory,
capturing screen shots, using a bar code
scanner, and other USB functions.
Versatile Installation Options:
The SmartPAC PRO HMI can be
separated from the rest of the system,
simplifying installation and wiring.
An optional pendant arm and enclosure
are also available for the SmartPAC PRO.

Wintriss Controls is a leading manufacturer of press automation, die protection and safety
controls for metal stamping and forming industries; and data collection systems for all
discrete manufacturing. We provide seminars for all products and OSHA compliance along
with plant surveys. These products, which leverage Wintriss’ 50+ years of experience in the
metal stamping industry, are known for their proven performance and rugged dependability
in the toughest factory environments. Wintriss equipment is backed by attentive service, timely
repairs, and comprehensive spares inventories. A toll-free hotline gives customers immediate
access to technical support experts for product information and applications assistance.
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